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IMLS DCC Advisory Board Meeting
University of Illinois Library Gateway
• Gateway Portal introduced in September 2007
o Guide users to appropriate information resources
o Recommender system
o Integration of resources
o Metasearch over 70 targets
o Help with search strategy formulation and refinement
• Powered by custom metasearch system suite (Easy 
Search) that has been adapted in several settings.
• Approach centered around search strategy and 
reformulation assistance. 
Easy Search Features
• Custom transaction logs: 4 million user search 
arguments; 3+ million clickthroughs
• Analysis of search arguments, pattern checking
• Result displays influenced by search arguments
• AJAX driven display
• Links into the native interfaces at the point of 
completed search
• NISO MXG support
Easy Search Functions
• Stopword removal -- implicit Boolean insertion
• Spelling suggestions
• Suggestions to limit to phrase and title word and 
phrase searches where appropriate
• Pattern matching for author search prompts
• Direct links to journal title matches
• Pre-Search lookup (and links) for frequently entered 
terms, pathfinder topics
• Pattern matching for link to Journal & Article 
Locator (full text article finder)
• Context sensitive arrangement of results





• Web searching behaviors
o Short search sessions (72% are single query)
o Average words per search query: 2.3 – 2.5 
o “Advanced features” not utilized or not utilized 
correctly
o Users typically look at first page of results only
• Search Assistance
• Users not using advanced search 
features, so we provide search 
suggestion prompts to provide 
powerful functionality












Easy Search Transaction Log Analysis
49.4% of the searches were “known-item” as opposed to 
topical searches. 
Of the 49.4% specific item searches:
• 7.4% of the 49.4% were author/title;
• 28.9% were author;
• 40.5% were book/monographic title searches;
• 6.8% were index/abstract title;
• 5.7% were for specific journal article; and
• 11.8% were for specific journal title
Overall, 17.96% of the searches contained a name or an 
organization, although clearly some of these are topical searches. 
Search Behaviors
• 12.17% use Boolean operators (11.95% are AND, 
0.18% OR, 0.1% NOT) – but almost all are “and”
within title or other phrase
• 6.64% use Commas
• 0.89% use Parentheses
• 3.81% use Quotes
• 22.47% use Prepositions (useful for parsing out 
phrases and identifying multiple concepts)
• 0.38% contain “+”















Fall 2009 Sample Searches (697,504) 
What We Have Learned
• Large numbers of specific (known) item searches 
being performed
• Users expect sophisticated parsing of their search 
terms and automatic advanced processing (e.g. 
truncation)
• Spell suggestions important
• Author and name searches must be parsed
• System is used as a Reference tool
• Search assistance in the form of system supplied 
strategic suggestions and reformulated tactical 
searching is being utilized in almost half of the 
search sessions of more than one query.
Implications for IMLS DCC
• Reformulation important
• New approach of providing secondary 
literature links using the primary source title 
and subject.
• System is used as a Reference tool
• Extensions to NISO MXG will allow 



















































































• <p>Three children re-enacting the Pilgrim's Thanksgiving Feast during a food drive at the Casco Street School in Portland, 1922.</p> 
• <p>&nbsp;</p> 
• <h3>Other Information</h3> 
• <ul class="nomark noindent"> 
• <!-- start /templates/photosite/display_title.html --> 
• <li><strong>Title:</strong> Thanksgiving Day at Casco Street School</li> 
• <!-- end /templates/photosite/display_title.html --> 
• <!-- start /templates/photosite/display_creator.html --> 
• <li><strong>Creator:</strong> Portland Press Herald</li> 
• <!-- end /templates/photosite/display_creator.html --> 
• <!-- start /templates/photosite/display_creation_date.html --> 
• <li><strong>Creation Date:</strong> 1922</li> 




• <p><!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Community Service--Maine--Portland">Community Service--Maine--
Portland</a> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <br /> <!-- end 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Casco Street School 
(Portland, Me.)">Casco Street School (Portland, Me.)</a> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <!-- start 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <br /> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <!-- start 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Celebrations--Maine--Portland">Celebrations--Maine--Portland</a> <!-- end 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <br /> <!-- end 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Charity--Maine--
Portland">Charity--Maine--Portland</a> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <br /> <!--
end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Thanksgiving 
Day">Thanksgiving Day</a> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <br /> <!-- end 
/templates/photosite/loc_headings_separator.html --> <!-- start /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> <a href="/bin/SwishSearch?heading=Costumes--
American">Costumes--American</a> <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings_row.html --> </p> 
• <!-- end /templates/photosite/loc_headings.html --> 
• <!-- end templates/photosite/searches.html -->
• .
• .
• . 
Sample XML output from the harvester.
<record xmlns='http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/'>
<header>
<identifier>oai:oai.mainememory.net/bin/Detail?ln=72</identifier>
<datestamp>3/15/2010 5:50:58 PM</datestamp>
</header>
<metadata>
<qualifieddc xmlns:dc='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/' xmlns:dcterms='http://purl.org/dc/terms/‘
xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema‐instance' 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='http://imlsdcc.grainger.uiuc.edu/registry/qualifieddc.xsd'>
<title xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Thanksgiving Day at Casco Street School</title>
<creator xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Portland Press Herald</creator>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Community Service‐‐Maine‐‐Portland</subject>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Casco Street School (Portland, Me.)</subject>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Celebrations‐‐Maine‐‐Portland</subject>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Charity‐‐Maine‐‐Portland</subject>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Thanksgiving Day</subject>
<subject xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Costumes‐‐American</subject>
<description xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Three children re‐enacting the Pilgrim's Thanksgiving Feast during a food drive at the  Casco Street 
School in Portland, 1922.</description>
<publisher xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Maine Historical Society</publisher>
<created xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/terms/'>1922</created>
<type xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Image</type>
<type xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>glass negative</type>
<type xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Black and white photograph</type>
<format xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>image/jpeg</format>
<identifier xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>http://www.mainememory.net/bin/Detail?ln=72</identifier> 
<identifier xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Maine Historical Society Item Number: 72</identifier>
<identifier xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Local Identifier: Photographs‐‐Portland‐‐Schools; 2005.061.5861</identifier>
<source xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>Main Historical Society, Item 72</source>
<isPartOf xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/terms/'>Portland Press Herald Glass Negative collection</isPartOf>
<temporal xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/terms/'>1922</temporal>
<spatial xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/terms/'>Portland, ME (Cumberland County)</spatial>     
<rights xmlns='http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/'>http://www.mainememory.net/aboutus/</rights>
</qualifieddc>
</metadata>
</record>
Preliminary Outcomes
• Generally, should be able to harvest from any 
data interface that provides either a set of 
indexed browsing pages or which uses an 
iterative identification number scheme as part of 
their resource’s uri’s.
• Will be likely to need metasearch techniques to 
access item‐level descriptions for those data 
providers who do not have indexed browsing 
available via their data interfaces and who are 
using an record identification that is strictly 
internalized within the database.
Some Observations
• Collections can also be classified by:
– Content type:
• Simple surrogates, complex surrogates, register entries, 
etc.
– Source type:
• Digital Archive, Digital Collection, Digital Library, Digital 
Museum, Digital Registry, etc.
• Many opportunities to add value to content:
– Added contextualization
– Standard metadata scheme
– Normalization?
Research is ongoing
• Continuing to experiment with CONTENTdm 
harvesting to verify the generalizability of harvest 
results.
• Expanding harvesting activities to other standard 
data storage/interface packages such as:
– PastPerfect
– ActivePaper
• Metasearch application to be built.
• Scalability questions yet to be answered.
